Abstract: Neural networks are a well established and widely used class of machine learning tools for classification and clustering that have been successfully applied to time-series analysis and prediction. On the other hand, genetic algorithms have been used in the literature for a vast range of optimisation problems ranging from electromagnetic optimisation to mechanical design, industrial control and genetic engineering. In this work, we propose to use the former in predicting future values of a time-series of particular interest, i.e., the future values of stock market indices. Based on a large body of work that is present in the literature, we develop, test and present a set of neural networks for predicting future stock market index values. Furthermore, we evaluate the use of modified GAs as a stand-alone tool for prediction, but also the use of GAs as neural network training and optimising tools. We also test two benchmark time-series extrapolation techniques based on linear regression. The proposed stock market prediction tools are fine-tuned and applied to a number of stock market index time-series and numerical results are presented demonstrating their superiority compared to standard benchmark techniques.
Introduction
The total value of trade stocks in the US market was raised up to 205% of this country's GDP for the year 2012 (World Bank, 2013 ). This figure is indicative of the huge amounts of capital that are traded through stock markets around the globe, and especially in developed countries. As a comparison, this same figure was at 450% of US GDP in 2008 thus implying that even though trading of stocks has slowed down owing to the world financial crisis, it still represents a huge market and the preferred investment choice for higher risk and higher profits seeking capital. Therefore, it is becoming more and more interesting to develop techniques and methodologies that will predict systematic risk in world stock markets and offer the possibility to investors to minimise risk and choose a safer buy and sell strategy while at the same time maximising their profits. The motivation to make such techniques possible is very high, but the motivation to make such techniques publicly available is even higher: in that case, stock markets would become more like the theoretically described perfect stock market where all information is available immediately to everyone. Should such a market really exist, no opportunistic trading would be possible and systematic risk vs. profit would be the only factor when choosing stocks. This is exactly what the modern portfolio theory suggests, i.e., that the optimal investment strategy for any investor is to hold the market portfolio (more specifically, that risk is minimised and made equal to the systematic risk in the case of the market portfolio). But, despite this suggestion, research data available in the literature suggest that it is possible to use highly sophisticated algorithms in order to surpass this investment strategy in terms of lower risk and higher profitability. We intend to investigate this suggestion and propose techniques for predicting future stock market values, since prediction of future stock market values is equivalent to prediction of systematic risk and is also a powerful tool in order to minimise investment risk. More specifically, we focus on stock market indices' values, since they are much less volatile and exhibit smaller fluctuation compared to individual stocks.
In order to accomplish that, we use powerful nonlinear prediction and optimisation tools, like the neural networks (NNs) and genetic algorithms (GAs). Careful literature research revealed that numerical techniques have been used in the past for prediction of future stock market values. NNs are popular in this domain, while GAs have not been extensively used. We propose and develop two deterministic prediction techniques (averaging and simple regression), and three stochastic techniques (NNs trained with conventional functions, NNs trained with GAs, and multiple regression optimised by GAs). We apply these techniques to a variety of stock market indices, including the Deutscher Aktien Index (DAX), Cotation Assistée en Continu (CAC), Índice Bursátil Español (IBEX), Portuguese Stock Index (PSI) and Athens Stock Exchange (ASE) indices and present extensive numerical results. As a preface, the prediction of future stock market values using NNs is possible and more efficient compared to averaged sum or simple regression schemes. This conclusion is valid for more than one stock market indices and both in terms of mean square error (MSE) and coefficient of determination measures of performance.
In more detail, we used available data of past stock market indices values that are publicly available by computerised services in worldwide stock market databases. The values of a stock or a stock market index are lined in chronological order thus forming a time-series of numerical values. This time-series is fed value-by-value to one of the described prediction techniques and the value of the time-series for the next time slot is estimated. This estimation, or prediction, is then compared to the observed value of the time-series for the next time slot, and the square error between the estimated and observed values is calculated. The mean square error of a prediction technique is its most important performance factor together with the root mean square error and the coefficient of determination.
In the following, Sections 2 and 3 offer a summarised presentation of the most important concepts of NNs and GAs respectively, while Section 4 discusses the implementation of powerful linear and nonlinear techniques for future stock market prediction. Section 5 presents the application of these tools in prediction of future stock market returns in the DAX market test case, and the tuning of these tools with respect to their operating parameters. The most promising techniques are used in Section 6 in order to predict future values of the CAC, IBEX, PSI and ASE stock market indices, and the paper concludes with Section 7.
NNs and applications in market forecast

NNs concepts
Pattern recognition belongs to the broader field of machine learning (or machine intelligence) and is considered to be the first step in a procedure of transforming data and information into knowledge. By recognising patterns in a presented stream of input data one can then generalise and infer about this data, as well as about data that will become available in the future. The capability for pattern recognition is sometimes the result of a supervised procedure where the learner (human or artificial structure) is presented with an input stream of data, whereas for each piece of data the corresponding class where it belongs is also designated. At the end of this supervised procedure the learner is able to classify data different than those used during training; that is, to recognise the classes that these input data belong to. Pattern recognition in this case is also referred to as classification. On the other hand, unsupervised training is a procedure where raw data are presented to the learner with no attached correspondence to any class at all; the learner is responsible to cluster the data into classes and then also recognise new data and assign them to existing or new classes. This unsupervised training procedure is also referred to as clustering. Thereupon, classification and clustering are the two different modes of learning that both lead to developing the skill of pattern recognition as applied to input data. Both concepts of classification and clustering involve the learning of likenesses and differences of patterns that are abstractions of instances of objects in a population of non-identical objects (Mitilineos, 2013) .
A NN is a complex structure of 'perceptrons' that are properly linked together in order to perform classification and clustering. A perceptron is a NN node that is in essence a linear discriminator of the feature space under investigation. A layer of perceptrons is able to performing pairwise linear discrimination in a feature space thus resulting in the selection of a convex region within that space. A second layer of perceptrons allows for combinations of convex regions, thus enabling arbitrary non-convex regions to be selected. In the following we will briefly discuss the fundamentals of NNs within a few figures; for a complete discussion on NNs and perceptrons please refer to Mitilineos (2013) .
The feature space for an object with N features is a Euclidean vector space E N ; the object features are herein represented by x 1 , x 2 , …, x N . A perceptron is a NN node that collects input from the object features and outputs a decision as whether or not this object belongs to a specific half-space of E N or not. A typical perceptron layout is illustrated in Figure 1 , where each input x i is weighted by a weight w i , i = 1, …, N; then all weighted inputs are summed and fed into an activation function whose output represents an estimate as of whether or not the specific set of inputs corresponds to a specific class of objects or not. A layer of perceptrons is thus able of deciding whether an object is bounded by multiple half-spaces of E N or not; this is equivalent to deciding whether an object belongs to a convex region on E N or not. A layer of perceptrons is depicted in Figure 2 , where it is noted that each circular node represents a structure similar to that depicted in Figure 1 . A multiple-layered perceptron architecture is simply multiple layers of perceptrons stacked one after another in a feedforward architecture; this is in essence a feedforward artificial neural network (FANN). At the left-most side of a FANN, there is the layer of inputs or branching nodes followed by one or more hidden layers. The simplest architecture consists of one hidden layer but there can be more for extra power in learning to separate nonlinearly separable classes. Finally, at the right-most side there is the layer of output nodes. The power of multiple-layered perceptrons is that they essentially are nonlinear separators in the feature space. In other words, while a single layer of neurons is capable of performing pairwise linear separation only, and thus implementing convex regions in the feature space, the multiple-layered perceptrons are capable of implementing non-convex regions and thus implementing nonlinear separation as well. There are two interpretations of the hidden layers' functionality. The first one (Looney, 1997) states that the hidden layer maps input vectors to convex regions and thus performs an 'AND' function, while the output layer combines convex regions to nonconvex complexes, and thus performs an 'OR' function. An alternative interpretation (Mitilineos, 2013) is that the hidden layer maps input vectors to middle-vectors that are in turn pairwise linearly separable; in other words, the hidden layer transposes input vectors that are nonlinearly separable to middle vectors that are linearly separable by convex regions, while the output layer separates these convex regions.
Furthermore, the Hornik-Stinchcombe-White theorem states that "a FANN with two layers of neurodes and non-constant non-decreasing activation function at each hidden neurode can approximate any piecewise continuous function from a closed bounded subset of Euclidean N-dimensional space to Euclidean J-dimensional space with any predefined accuracy, provided that sufficiently many neurodes be used in the single hidden layer". It follows straightforwardly that the failure of a FANN to learn the mapping task can be attributed to a fault in the architecture or training, but not to the FANN paradigm itself. Even though there is no theoretical need for using more hidden layers, their use is greatly applied in practice in order to avoid the necessity of using an excessively big number of neurons on a single hidden layer to achieve highly nonlinear classification.
As far as the training of a FANN and adjustment of its perceptron weights are concerned, error backpropagation is the most popular method in order to efficiently map input vectors to correct class identifiers. The derivations of weight adjustments are available in most popular books about FANNs; for a quick and comprehensive overview please refer to Looney (1997) . Other gradient algorithms that are popular for FANN training include the Slick-propagation, Quick-propagation, Resilient-propagation, Full-propagation, Full-Cubic-propagation, and Conjugate Gradient Training algorithms. In Section 4 we propose to use GAs for FANN training; this is an approach that, to the best of our knowledge, is not yet present in the literature.
Applications of NNs in stock market prediction
NNs have been applied in stock market prediction and stock performance modelling since the early 1990s. The respective literature is very wide and deep; therefore, only some representative references are presented herein. In this respect, NNs are most often examined as an alternative to classical statistical techniques (e.g., regression analysis) for forecasting within the framework of the arbitrage pricing theory (Ross, 1976) . In short, the arbitrage pricing theory suggests that the expected return of a financial asset can be modelled as a linear function of various macro-economic factors or theoretical market indices.
Among others, Yoon and Swales (1991) compared NNs to Multivariate Discriminate Analysis and demonstrated that the former significantly improves predictability of stock price prediction, while Refenes et al. (1994) demonstrated that NNs outperform traditional regression models in stock market prediction modelling. It is a very important outcome, since critics assert that the structural relationship between an asset price and its determinants changes over time and these changes can be abrupt: a change in one determinant's value not only changes an asset price's value but also changes the relationship between these two. However, NNs are highly nonlinear models that have the ability to capture this change over time more efficiently than regression or other statistical techniques. Among others, Refenes et al. demonstrated that the excess returns change slowly over time and that a period of six months is a reasonable time frame for dynamic remodelling with their NN. Interestingly enough, NNs have been also proposed for predicting successfully quarterly earnings (Lai and Li, 2006) or inflation rates (Moshiri and Cameron, 2000) , or other future financial values organised in time-series.
Theoreticians of financial economics often raise a strong argument against NNs (and all future market prediction tools in general) that is based on the efficient market hypothesis. This hypothesis states that all available information affecting the current stock values is constituted by the market before the general public can make trades based on it; as a result, the only way to make profits is to configure the so-called market portfolio (Jensen, 1978) . However, over the years evidence accumulated that financial markets are not as efficient as it was once believed (Haugen, 1999) , while Enke and Thawornwong (2005) concluded that stock market returns are predictable by means of publicly available information such as time-series data on financial and economic variables (especially those with an important business-cycle component). One determination of market efficiency is whether it is possible to earn extraordinary returns with a predetermined strategy; as an example consider value stocks portfolios that have been shown to outperform the market over most intervals during the last 50 years (Eakins and Stansell, 2003) . Eakins and Stansell applied a NN to implement a value selection strategy and demonstrated that their approach yielded superior risk-adjusted returns compared to the market or to major indices (like the S&P 500 or the Dow Jones). Under the same assumption of weak form market efficiency, Jasic and Wood (2004) demonstrated that their NN prediction model outperformed market efficiency in major stock market indices (S&P 500, DAX, TOPIX and FTSE) with respect to the achieved MSE, root MSE, and mean absolute error.
Furthermore, NNs may also be used in order to predict future return performance as either negative, neutral or positive; it has been proposed that trading rules are better established and profitability is largely enhanced in the case where the sign of stock market price is predicted instead of the stock's exact value (Kryzanowski et al., 1993 ). This conclusion is also supported by one-step-ahead forecasting using univariate network models (Jasic and Wood, 2004), while Fishbein (2004) demonstrated that profitability is maximised when the majority of sign predictions opposite to current direction are rejected.
It is also worth noting that the success of NN in predicting future stock market returns and increasing profitability has led to numerous research papers that study specific global or regional stock exchange markets, like the Australian stock market index AORD (Heping et al., 2005) , the Shanghai Stock Exchange (SSE) (Cao et al., 2005) , the Japanese Nikkei-225 (Yamashita et al., 2005) on the one hand, or the Cyprus Stock Exchange (Constantinou et al., 2006) , the Madrid Stock Exchange (Rodriguez et al., 2000) , the Istanbul Stock Exchange (Altay and Satman, 2005) , the Bombay Stock Exchange SENSEX Index (Dutta et al., 2006) and the Mexican Stock Exchange MSE (Pulido et al., 2014) , on the other hand. Furthermore, NNs modifications and combinations with other stochastic techniques have been also proposed for future stock market prediction (Asadi et al., 2012; Galeshchuk, 2016; Laboissiere et al., 2015; Ticknor, 2013) . However, it is worth noting that, to the best of our knowledge, NNs for predicting future returns in the ASE have not been presented in the literature yet.
GAs and market forecast
GAs concepts
GAs are a robust class of the so-called stochastic optimisation algorithms. They are based on the mechanics of natural selection and reproduction to artificially imitate bio-systems evolution towards improving cost functions of a vast variety of optimisation problems ranging from economics and finance to applied electromagnetics, industrial procedures, chemical engineering and many others. GAs are especially suited to meet challenges like non-differentiable, nonlinear, multivariable and multi-dimensional problems (multivariable refers to more than one optimisation parameters, while multidimensional is herein considered synonymous to multi-objective, i.e., with more than one optimisation goals) (Goldberg and Richardson, 1987; Goldberg, 1989; Michalewicz, 1994; Haupt, 1995; Weile and Michielssen, 1997; Samii and Michielssen, 1999) . It is worth noting that ever since the 1960s decade, there has been an intense interest on the development of optimisation algorithms that imitate natural processes used by living organisms in order to cope up with challenges posed by their natural environment or in order to evolve towards a desired behavioural goal. Such techniques have been collectively characterised as evolutionary computation techniques. For example, there have been proposed various approaches like adopting navigation and communication techniques used by ants (ant colony optimisation -ACO) (Eberhart, 2001; Dorigo and Stutzle, 2004) , techniques based on biased preferences and joint movement of particles or swarm members (particle swarm optimisation -PSO) (Shi and Eberhart, 1998; Ratnaweera et al., 2004; Liang et al., 2006) , techniques based on avoiding painful situations ('TABU' search optimisation) (Cvijovic and Klinowski, 1995; Glover and Laguna, 1997; Rego and Alidaee, 2005) , as well as techniques that imitate steel processing procedures (simulated annealing -SA) (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983; Cerny, 1985) , etc. However, GAs are considered to be one of the most popular and robust stochastic optimisation and evolutionary computation classes of algorithms (Mitilineos, 2007) .
GAs need to properly parameterise the optimisation problem in order to develop a space of parameters to be searched. This search space is the range of optimisation parameters that need to be adjusted in order to maximise an appropriately developed function. This special function is called fitness function (or objective function) and its maximisation corresponds to the solution of the optimisation problem. It is important to note that the fitness function is always a scalar number (not vector). There is no unique fitness function but the maximisation of any suitable fitness function corresponds to an acceptable solution. It is really worth noting that a 'solution' is not necessary a global solution but while in gradient methods a local maximum solution is quite likely to occur, with GAs it is more probable to result to a solution that despite not global will still be 'good enough'.
In general, a GA initially creates a number of random vectors. These vectors are the initial population of the GA and their number is the population size. Each vector is called a chromosome and has a number of scalar elements known as genes. Each gene represents an optimisation parameter and varies within its predefined range. This is the conventional floating-point parameter chromosome representation. In a binary representation each optimisation parameter is converted to a binary sequence; then, each bit is called a 'gene' instead of the entire binary sequence (word) that represents a parameter. In short, there is a population of chromosomes each of which consists of floating-point or binary genes (Samii and Michielssen, 1999) .
The GA then executes the fitness function times the population size; each time a chromosome is used as the input of the fitness function and the output of the fitness function (also known as fitness of the chromosome) is recorded. A more suitable chromosome ('suitable' herein referring to its eligibility as a solution to the optimisation problem) will have a higher fitness value. Therefore, the development of a fitness function is perhaps the top most important procedure during the design of a GA. Following the evaluation of each chromosome by the fitness function, a stochastic procedure is launched imitating genetic mechanics with operators like selection, crossover (mating) and mutation that will be further described below. In general, the more fit chromosomes will mate more frequently and pass their genes to their offspring, but lower fitness value chromosomes do also have a chance of reproducing. The mutation operator introduces a degree of randomness to the problem in contrast to strict evolution that is introduced by selection and crossover. Current generation chromosomes are referred to as 'parents' while new generation chromosomes are referred to as 'offspring'.
After a sufficient number of crossovers, a new population of chromosomes is generated (new generation) and the algorithm starts over until a convergence criterion is met. A flowchart for a typical GA algorithm is depicted in Figure 3 . In conclusion, it is noted that a GA search is two-fold towards both local and global maxima for the discovery of a good enough (ideally optimum) solution (Haupt, 1994; Jones and Joines, 1997; Altshuler and Linder, 1967) . Crossover and mutation operators perform an evolutionary search of the entire search space aiming at finding a global solution, while the selection operator limits the GA in a smaller portion of the search space that expands around fitter chromosomes (Mitilineos, 2007) .
Applications of GAs in stock market prediction
Despite their proven performance and high eligibility as optimisation tools in numerous fields, GAs have not been extensively used in the literature for predicting stock market returns. Compared to NNs literature only a few recent papers exist. In 1996, Mahfoud and Mani (1996) applied a modified GA tool to predict stock market returns. The proposed tool extends GAs from their traditional domain of optimisation to make it able to perform inductive machine learning and classification. The GA tool is compared to an established NN while also synergies between NNs and GAs are investigated in order to predict sign of change directions and to deliver a 'buy' or 'sell' signal to the investor. The authors conclude that both GAs and NNs are promising tools for market prediction with great future potential. Furthermore, Armano et al. (2005) studied a novel approach to perform stock market prediction using a hybrid genetic neural approach. In Kaczmar et al. (2008) presented an abstract virtual market system simulating the behaviour of potential investors that buy and sell stock in this virtual market. Each of the agents in the model has its own set of chart patterns and parameters and thus reacts in a unique way. Agents' behaviour is optimised using GA-based fitness functions applied on their excess returns and, interestingly enough, the system has been found capable of developing agent behavioural models that efficiently predict stock market returns. Finally, recent research results in the field include a hybrid GA and particle-swarm-based optimisation technique proposed by Aboueldahab and Fakhreldin (2011) , as well as an elaborate hybrid tool for stock market prediction based on NNs and GAs (Naik et al., 2012) .
It is worthwhile mentioning that, to the best of our knowledge, neither the herein proposed training of a NNs hidden layer neurodes weights nor the herein proposed multivariate regression with GA optimisation of weights has been presented in the literature.
Linear and nonlinear tools for market forecast
In order to offer a context for testing and evaluating novel techniques for stock market prediction, we need a set of well-established and repeatable prediction techniques. These techniques need to be deterministic in the sense that the exact same evaluation results need to be obtained each time the technique is applied on a specific dataset, as opposed to FANNs and GAs that are stochastic techniques and may yield slightly different results when applied on the same dataset multiple times. The deterministic techniques that have been selected for benchmarking are the average-value-based prediction and the polynomial-fit simple linear regression-based prediction; both techniques are described in the subsequent sub-sections. The proposed stochastic techniques are 1 conventional FANNS trained with error backpropagation 2 FANNs trained with a GA optimisation tool 3 multiple regression optimised using a GA tool.
It is also worth noting the metrics vs. which all implemented and proposed linear and nonlinear techniques are compared to one another. Herein, we adopt the MSE and the coefficient of determination.
The MSE is defined by:
where i f and f i represent the estimation and the actual value of the time-series at timeslot i respectively, and N represents the total number of observations. RMSE is simply the root of the MSE. Evidently, the larger the differences between the estimated and observed values, the larger the MSE and RMSE values. A prediction model is better if the MSE (RMSE) is smaller. Thereupon, it is common practice to try and minimise the MSE and RMSE values of a proposed prediction technique. This minimisation yields what is known as least-squares fit. However, the MSE and RMSE are not the only appropriate metrics for determining the 'goodness' of a fit; examining a plot of the 'errors' between predicted and actual values (residuals) might be also very useful.
The coefficient of determination (R 2 ) is slightly more difficult to define and understand. The difference between the value that a model predicts (estimate) and the actual (observed) value of the dependent variable is a residual value of the model estimation. Ideally, a model should predict exactly the observed values and the residuals should be zero; in practice, the residuals approximate independent random errors and in theory these errors are identically independently distributed (and often assumed to follow a Gaussian probability distribution function). Insight into the 'goodness' of a least-squares fit may be gained by examining a plot of the residuals; a random plot of residuals is usually a good indicator, while a plot of residuals that exhibits a pattern usually means that the model does not properly fit the data. The R 2 metric indicates how closely the statistical behaviour of the predicted values matches the statistical behaviour of the actual values; more specifically, the coefficient of determination indicates the percentage of observed values' variance that is captured by the prediction model. The specific statistic is calculated by:
where SS resid is the sum of the squared residuals from the regression [the part 
∑
where is the average value of the population (Note: f i is the i th observed value and i f is the i th estimate of the model). In essence, the R 2 statistic is the unity minus the normalised MSE over population variance; this is because the SS resid is proportional to the MSE according to equation (4.1), while on the other hand the SS total is the total sum of squares that is proportional to the population variance. It is also noted that the better the model fits the data in comparison to the simple average, the closer the value of R 2 is to one. In other words, the less the MSE value the better is the prediction; equivalently, the larger the variance of the observed values the better is the prediction. In conclusion, the degree to which the model produces estimates that accurately approach the actual values of a highly-volatile (high-variance) time-series, the higher is going to be the value of R 2 . The maximum value of R 2 is the unity. In the following sub-sections, we briefly discuss the market forecast techniques that have been developed and tested in this work.
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Averaging previous time-series values
This simple prediction scheme is based on two distinct observations. First, if only one single value should be selected as the estimate of all the values of a time-series, then the unbiased estimator or the one value that minimises the MSE between estimates and real observations is the average value of all observations (Papoulis, 1984 (Papoulis, , 1990 . Second, it is common sense that nearby values of a relatively smooth time-series are relatively close to one another; the less smooth the time-series the farther apart are nearby values of it with respect to each other.
Based on the above, a straight-forward approach to estimate the next value of a time-series is to use its current value; then, the estimate of the next value will be equal to:
However, it is clear that this approach cannot take into account the previous values of the time-series. Since these previous values may bear valuable information (like whether the time-series fluctuates intensively or not, or if it has a positive or negative slope, etc.), it is useful to extend equation (1) to more previous values of the time-series. In this case, and when d previous values of the time-series are used, the estimate of the next value of the time-series will be equal to:
.
The notation 'd' implies the delay that is introduced into the algorithm in order to predict future values. This means that the first d values of the time-series cannot be estimated using this algorithm. Furthermore, d is used in order to directly compare this simple prediction scheme with more elaborate schemes that operate with the same delay value. It is worth noting that in the extreme case where the delay becomes equal to the length of the time-series, the sum of residuals becomes equal to the variance of the time-series times its length, and thus the R 2 statistic of this algorithm becomes zero (worst case scenario). It is expected that there must be a delay value for which the goodness-of-fit test yields optimal results.
Simple regression on time
A fast and efficient means of predicting future values of a time-series is to presume an underlying relationship between time (the independent variable) and the values of the time-series (the dependent variable). In this sense, the values of the time-series may be considered as a function of time, f(t). This scheme is considered to be a simple regression scheme; simple, in the sense that only one independent variable is used. Further, if the relationship between the dependent and independent variable is assumed to be linear, then it would a simple linear regression scheme. Herein, we examine both linear and nonlinear simple regression schemes. The discussion herein assumes that the time-series at hand is an instance of a stochastic process that follows a pre-determined equation law (linear or no linear), and that the past values of the time-series are values of a random variable that appeared only once in an experiment that cannot be repeated. This note is in accordance to what is expected in the prediction of future stock market values, where the experiment of retrieving multiple past stock market values for one specific timeslot cannot be repeated indeed.
Simple linear regression is implemented by assuming that the value of the time-series is given by a linear function of time as in
where a, b are parameters of the equation that need to be determined. It is well known that the parameters a, b that yield the minimum MSE error are given by a procedure known as the method of least-squares estimation (LSE). This method estimates the values of a, b given a number of past values observed in the time series. Again, in order to directly compare this method with other methods, the number of past values are limited up to a delay that is represented by 'd', exactly like in the average value-based prediction (Section 4.1). As such, the LSE method takes into account only the d past values of the time-series when performing linear regression.
Simple nonlinear regression is implemented by assuming that the value of the time-series is given by a nonlinear polynomial function of time as in
t a t a t at a
where a i , i = 1, …, n are the parameters of the equation that need to be determined and n is the rank of the polynomial, or, the rank of the regression. Similar to the simple linear regression, the parameters of the equation are determined by a LSE method that takes into account d past values of the time-series when performing nonlinear regression.
Conventional NNs
Herein, we adopt the term 'conventional' NNs in order to indicate the training functions for adjusting weight values in the network's neurons are conventional training functions, like the back-propagation function. Certain modifications need to be performed in the general NN architecture like the one that was depicted in Figure 2 .
The general NN architecture assumes that there are a number of hidden layers as well as a number of outputs that are binary in essence. Since the values of the time-series and, hence, the values of the model's output are floating point numbers, the network needs to be followed by a digital-to-analogue converter block that will modify the binary output to a floating point number. It would be much easier if the output layer of neurons was replaced by a single neuron that shall not include a sigmoid threshold function. Essentially this means that the output layer will simply accomplish a weighted linear sum of the outputs of the hidden layer. A complication of such an approach is that the output of the network cannot classify inputs to non-convex output schemes; the counterargument to this complication is that the model output is single-variate (only the value of the time-series is of interest) and, thus, always convex. Thereupon, we adopt herein the approach discusses so far that yields a general network architecture that is depicted in Figure 4 . It is noted that the summing function at the output neurode of this network is a linear function or a moderately nonlinear function of its weighted sum input. Following this approach, the time-series data are split into training, validation and testing sets. The training set is used for training the hidden and output layers, while the validation set is used for validating the training procedure. The test results are used for obtaining goodness-of-fit tests, like the MSE and coefficient of determination. During training, a set of inputs is presented at a time to the input of the network. These inputs correspond to the current and the (N -1)-past values of the time-series, i.e., the delay of the algorithm; this delay is the number N of past values that are taken into account. The output of the network (estimated next value of the time-series) is compared to the actual (observed) next value of the time-series. Then, the weights of the neurodes are adjusted according to a training function (e.g., the back-propagation or some other function) and the procedure is repeated until the training set is exhausted. This signals the completion of a training epoch. Then, further training epochs are performed, until a maximum number of epochs is reached or the network converges. Convergence may refer to one of the following conditions: 1 the weights of the neurodes have not significantly changed for a number of past epochs 2 the MSE of the model has not significantly changed for a number of past epochs 3 a satisfactory MSE has been reached and no further improvement is considered to be necessary.
After the network has been trained, it is validated and tested. In essence, validation and testing are the same procedure, only performed with different datasets.
GA-trained NNs
A novel approach to NN training is proposed herein, based on using heuristic and stochastic techniques for optimising the weights of input, hidden and output neurodes in order to achieve minimum MSE and maximum coefficient of determination. Referring to Figure 4 , the procedure of GA-based FANN training takes place as in the following: first, random values are selected for the weights of the network's neurodesthus forming a weight vector or a chromosome-and a number of weight vectors is randomly generated -thus forming an initial population of weight vectors. Then, for each chromosome, for each timeslot the previous d values of the time-series are presented to the network's input (the parameter d is the delay according to which previous time-series values are taken into account for prediction). The output of the network is compared to the actual current observed time-series value and the square error is calculated. The procedure is repeated until all data are fed into the network and the MSE for the specific chromosome is calculated. The fitness function is herein defined as:
where ( , ) FF W u is the fitness function for the specific chromosome, W is the matrix of weights w ij and u is the specific vector of output weights u k (for matrix and vector indices explanation refer to Figure 4) .
After the fitness function is calculated for all chromosomes of the initial population, a procedure of genetic evolution takes place, with operators like selection, crossover and mutation that emulate natural selection and evolution in order to yield subsequent populations with chromosomes of better fitness that solve more efficiently the problem at hand. The selection operator used in this work is of the type normal geometric select, while the crossover operators are of the types simple and arithmetic and the mutation operators are of the types uniform and multiple uniform [refer to Mitilineos (2013) for a specific discussion on the various operators used as well as a list of references to the operability of these operators].
As soon as a convergence criterion is met (which can be either a maximum number of generations, or the fitness function to remain relatively constant for a long period of time (evolved generations), or a performance criterion is met, e.g., a small MSE is reached) the GA operation halts and the weights of the network's neurodes are returned. Then, the validation dataset as well as the testing dataset inputs are presented to the optimal network and the MSE and coefficient of determination are calculated for both cases. The latter (testing dataset) is used for comparison purpose with other stock market prediction techniques.
Multiple linear regression optimised by GAs
GAs may be used independently of NNs as a stand-alone tool for optimisation of any eligible stock market prediction scheme. Herein we propose a multiple nonlinear regression scheme, where the independent variables of the regression are the current and d -1 previous values of the time-series while the dependent variable is the next time-series value. The proposed approach is a multiple regression scheme where the independent variables are the d previous values of the time-series, i.e., f(t -1), f(t -2), …, f(t -d); in its linear version, this approach estimates the present value by:
where the parameters a i , i = 0, 1, …, d, a i are optimised using the proposed GA. A nonlinear multiple regression is implemented by using:
f t a f t a f t d a
In this case, the total number of parameters that need to be optimised depends on the rank of each polynomial. Also, it is noted that equation (8) is in essence a NN with no hidden layer and one output neurode without threshold function. On the other hand, equation (9) is highly nonlinear and corresponds to a NN with one hidden layer and a single output neurode.
Comparison and tuning of the proposed forecast tools
Numerical results for the DAX market index
A stock market index is a method of measuring the value of a section of the stock market. It is calculated as a weighted average of some selected stocks and is regarded as a tool for the assessment of an economy. The DAX market index is the premier German stock market index and includes 30 of the top German companies trading in the Frankfurt Stock Exchange (FSE). It is regarded as a blue-chip index, meaning that the companies included therein are considered to be well-established, globally renowned companies with a great level of maturity and more or less positive future prospects. In order for a company to be included in the DAX index, its performance is measured according to its order book volume and market capitalisation; all data and prices are taken from the 'Xetra' electronic trading system operated by Deutsche Borse. The DAX index is considered to be the European equivalent of the FT30 and the Dow Jones Industrial Average indices. We selected the DAX that is a blue-chip index to be considered for the first experimental evaluation of the proposed prediction techniques, based on the expectation that a blue-chip index will better reflect the systematic risk of the market and will also exhibit lower variance, thus making it easier for the nonlinear techniques to capture its variations over time. More specifically, we have selected to study the monthly averages of the DAX Index from July 1980 to December 2011. We have applied the methods described in Section 4 in order to predict future values of the DAX index for various delay parameter values. The results are shown in Figure 5 for the RMSE metric and in Figure 6 for R 2 the (coefficient of determination metric). For the averaging previous time series values method, the RMSE is an increasing function of delay, which means that the more time-series values in the past are taken into account during averaging the less efficient becomes the predictor of future ones; this is a counter-intuitive result and shows that future values are closer related to near past values than values far away in the past. Furthermore, the coefficient of determination is a decreasing function of delay, which means that as the MSE becomes worse, the proposed technique also becomes worse at predicting the variance of the underlying stochastic process. The optimum RMSE and R 2 values are equal to 292.43 and 98.29% respectively and appear for d = 1.
For the simple regression on previous time-series values method, the RMSE follows an initially decreasing path and after a small number of delays it starts increasing steadily and monotonously. On the other hand, the coefficient determination follows an analogous but inverse path since it is initially and then decreasing following the changes to the RMSE slope. The optimum RMSE and R 2 values are equal to 310.40 and 98.07% respectively and both appear for d = 4. Compared to simple averaging, simple linear regression performs similarly but with slightly worse results; nevertheless it still captures future DAX values in a satisfactory manner.
For the conventional NN method, both the RMSE and the coefficient of determination remain relatively constant over delay. This means that the NN is capable of properly adjusting its weight values in order to efficiently capture the variance of the observed values regardless the delay parameter. The optimum RMSE and R 2 values are equal to 242.39 and 98.80% respectively and both appear for d = 15. Compared to simple averaging and simple linear regression, this NN performs better in both terms of RMSE and coefficient of determination.
For the NN trained with GA method, both RMSE and R 2 follow unsteady paths and their values are much worse compared to a conventional NN trained with error backpropagation. More specifically, the optimum RMSE and R 2 values are equal to 367.75 and 97.27% respectively and both appear for d = 7. Therefore, it is considered that given the computational complexity of both conventional and GA-trained NNs, it would be better to consider conventional networks that provide improved efficiency.
Finally, for the multiple regression using GAs for parameter optimisation method, linear and higher order regression have been tested, but results of higher-order regression are similar or sometimes slightly worse compared to linear regression. The optimal value of the RMSE is equal to 2,235.8 and is observed for d = 2. This performance value is much worse than any other value presented so far, and therefore this method is abandoned hereinafter in favour of more promising ones. Table 1 summarises all performance figures and compares all proposed techniques that have been presented so far. Among the various techniques, the proposed NN with conventional backpropagation training exhibits best performance but at the cost of higher complexity, computational cost and run time. Averaging previous values exhibits the second best performance with much lower complexity and computational cost, but we must recall that the performance of this technique heavily relies on the delay value selected, whereas NNs performance is very robust and exhibits similar performance regardless the delay value selected; therefore simple averaging is not considered for further improvement. Simple linear regression exhibits the third best performance but with slightly more complexity with respect to averaging, therefore it too is not considered for further improvement. GA-training of NNs exhibits even worse performance and with a complexity that is even higher compared to conventional NNs, therefore it is abandoned too. Finally, multiple linear regression exhibits poor results and has been abandoned already. Following the above discussion, we further studied the effect of parameter tuning on NNs' performance. More specifically, we studied the effect of different hidden layer size values, as well as the effect of using a variety of gradient-based training techniques that are available in the literature. We did omit the study on more hidden layers in order to keep complexity to a minimum, while we also omitted stochastic training techniques for the same reason. More specifically, we examined various delay values ranging from 1 to 40, as well as various training techniques including LM-backpropagation, Momentum back-propagation, as well as Supervised and Unsupervised batch training.
From this analysis it follows that the optimal combination of prediction technique and its parameters is a NN trained with a back-propagation function of the LM type (Levenberg-Marquardt type, with one hidden layer of size 10, and a delay equal to 15. A NN of this type was then used in order to predict future values of various market indices as described in the following section.
Numerical results for the CAC, IBEX, PSI and ASE market indices
Furthermore, an attempt has been also made to predict future values of the CAC, IBEX, PSI and ASE market indices. We used the NN combination that was deemed optimal following the analysis presented in Subsection 5.1 (namely, a NN trained with a backpropagation function of the LM type (Levenberg-Marquardt type, with one hidden layer of size 10, and a delay equal to 15). Furthermore, we used the simple averaging technique for benchmarking since it is the second best technique as implied by Table 1 .
The CAC 40 index is a benchmark French stock market index. Being the equivalent of DAX, the CAC index is a weighted average of the 40 most significant values in the Paris Bourse stock exchange market. It is one of the main national indices of the pan-European stock exchange group Euronext alongside Brussels' BEL20, Lisbon's PSI-20 and Amsterdam's AEX. The IBEX index is a benchmark stock market index of the Bolsa de Madrid, Spain's principal stock exchange. Initiated in 1992, the index is administered and calculated by Sociedad de Bolsas. It is a market capitalisation weighted index comprising the 35 most liquid Spanish stocks traded in the Madrid Stock Exchange General Index. The PSI-20 is a benchmark stock market index of companies that trade on Euronext Lisbon, the main stock exchange of Portugal. The index tracks the prices of the 20 listings with the largest market capitalisation and share turnover in the PSI Geral, the general stock market of the Lisbon exchange. Like the CAC 40, it is one of the main national indices in pan-European scale. Finally, the ASE is a general index of values traded in the ASE, Greece's stock market. The ASE started trading in 1876 and now is a subsidiary of Hellenic Exchanges S.A., whose shares are listed in ASE. In August 1999, the derivatives market started trading, and in 2002 the ASE and the Athens Derivatives Exchange merged to form the ASE.
The results of applying the proposed NN to all the above indices were very satisfactory with a RMSE and coefficient of determination being better compared to the simple averaging technique while it is noted that they both follow a relatively steady path over d. These results are not presented herein for the sake of brevity and are available to the reader upon request.
Conclusions
In this work, the feasibility of using stochastic techniques for estimating the systematic risk in stock markets has been studied by means of applying various deterministic and stochastic techniques for predicting future values of stock market indices. Based on literature research, we proposed the modification and development of NNs for applying them in predicting future stock market indices values. Furthermore, we proposed to use GAs for training the weights of a network's neurodes, since GAs are considered to be a powerful nonlinear optimiser. To the best of our knowledge, this application of GAs is available in the literature only as a suggestion and has not been developed. Also, we applied GAs in order to optimise the parameters of a novel multiple regression scheme on previous time-series values. The proposed NN with gradient-based training functions exhibits superior performance compared to simple benchmarking techniques, like averaging or simple linear regression. However, training with GAs or multiple regression on time-series values yielded slightly inferior or poor results respectively. We applied the proposed modified NN to a number of available stock market indices time-series, namely the DAX, CAC, IBEX, PSI and ASE indices. In all cases the proposed network exhibits superior performance compared to the benchmarking technique, while at the same time it is robust with a performance that remains relatively steady regardless of the parameter values used. On the contrary, the benchmarking technique's performance rapidly deteriorates for example when using larger delay values.
Future work on the field will include the extension of the presented numerical results to more Stock Markets, while also attempt an extension to day-by-day prediction of market indices or specific stock values. Another extension is going to include in our prediction techniques the effect of important indices, according to the arbitrage pricing theory (Roll and Ross, 1980; Ross, 1976) . The arbitrage pricing theory suggests that the return of a capital asset is a (in its simplest form linear) function of a list of factors with different weight each. Such factors include, e.g., the gross domestic product of a country, the unemployment, inflation and interest rates, government spending, etc., or even dummy variables that would reflect certain government policies like free trade zones, bilateral agreements, duties and tariffs, etc. The platform for investigating this theory exists already, with the multiple regression as well as the NN that are proposed in this work. One interesting application field is the application of the proposed prediction methods to time periods of special historical or political and economical interest, like periods of high market fluctuation, or during a local or a global financial crisis, war or preparation for war, etc.
Finally, a special field of interest is to extend the proposed prediction techniques in order to study their profitability over short or large periods of time. A profitability study shall include a set of guidelines and decision-making helping tools that will assess the expected earnings of a potential investor in the stock market given a set of past values of a time-series. Such a scheme should use future stock value prediction as a basic tool but shall propose specific actions based also on the sign of the expected stock value change. It has been well studied and reported that profitability schemes are better served by applying sign prediction than value prediction. This is easy to perform using the already developed prediction techniques but may also be based on new ones that will predict only the sign of change of future stock market values. A profitability study is also interesting from a researcher's point of view, because the modern portfolio theory suggests that the optimal investment strategy for any investor is to hold the market portfolio; this theory is also supported by a large volume of theoretical papers. However, as we have already pointed out in this work (as well as reported in the literature), there are several examples where a neural-network selected portfolio outperforms the market portfolio. It is therefore interesting to study the profitability of the techniques proposed herein and compare it to the corresponding literature-available results.
